Dictatorship, Transitional Justice, and Human Rights in Latin America
LAS Student Symposium: April 17, 2015

8:30am: Check in & Set-up in McKenzie 229
8:45am: Opening Remarks / Introduction of Keynote
9:00am: Keynote: Christopher Dunn, Tulane University, "Tropicalia and the Emergence of a Brazilian Counterculture"
10-1015: Break
10:15am - 11:30am Panel 1: Dictatorship and Horror in the Southern Cone
   Panelists:
   Nayeon Kim (History Department & Clark Honors College): “The Battle to Secure Human Rights in Chile: According to the Guardians of Justice”
   Ana Sofia Mello (International Studies Department & Clark Honors College): “U.S. Intervention in Latin America: Military Dictatorships in Brazil and Chile”
   Kaitlyn Jackson (Human Physiology & Clark Honors College): "to rewrite is to survive: is a name necessary to define identity?"
11:30-12:30pm: Panel 2: Legacies of Structural Violence in Mexico
   Tobin Hansen (PhD Candidate, Anthropology): “Masculinities and gendered living among one-and-a-half-generation immigrant deportees in Nogales, Sonora, Mexico”
   Ivan Sandoval (PhD Candidate, Anthropology): “Yo al cuartel y ella a la casa”: Life and Memories of Indigenous Mexican Soldiers
12:30-1:30: Lunch @Marché on campus
1:30: Michel Gherman, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro and Hebrew University of Jerusalem, "Jews and the Brazilian Military Dictatorship" (Skype)
2:30-2:45pm Break
2:45-415: Panel 3 – Art as Resistance, Art as Healing
   Brandon Rigby (PhD Candidate, Romance Languages) “The Poetics of Exile”
   Brian Riley (Physics & Clark Honors College): "Freedom in Death: Marginalization and The Brazilian Metal Scene"
   Hannah Storms (International Studies Department): “Haunted”
4:15-4:30 Closing Comments / Thank You

Organized by the University of Oregon’s Latin American Studies Program. Co-sponsored by the Global Studies Institute, the Clark Honors College, & the Savage Endowment’s Global Justice Program.